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Subject: The kamaki client lib fails to set server metadata

Description

The kamaki client lib fails to set server metadata.

Please implement and document the expected behavior.

In [20]: c.update_server_metadata(248, 'OS', 'kalhmera')

Out[20]: {}

In [21]: c.get_server_metadata(248)

Out[21]: {}

Related issues:

related to Synnefo - Feature # 1403: Update API implementation for server/ima... Closed 10/03/2011

blocks Synnefo - Feature # 1155: Initial iteration of a system test suite Closed 09/15/2011

Associated revisions

Revision 7cc3c7d9 - 10/03/2011 05:11 pm - Giorgos Verigakis

Change Update Metadata to create non-existing keys

Update Metadata methods for servers and images

used to ignore keys that did not exist. This patch

will create them instead.

Refs #1403

Refs #1399

Revision ec52784d - 10/03/2011 05:19 pm - Giorgos Verigakis 

Allow more than one metadata updates at the time

Refs #1399

History

#1 - 10/02/2011 03:55 pm - Giorgos Verigakis

- Assignee changed from Giorgos Gousios to Giorgos Verigakis

#2 - 10/03/2011 12:23 pm - Giorgos Verigakis

This works as expected, update_server_metadata will only update existing metadata. You need to use create_server_metadata to create new ones.

See also Update Metadata in the OpenStack spec: http://docs.openstack.org/api/openstack-compute/1.1/content/Update_Metadata-d1e5208.html
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#3 - 10/03/2011 12:42 pm - Vangelis Koukis

This doesn't seem to match the description in the OpenStack spec, ti seems metadata creation is also a function of the POST /servers/id/metadata call:

An overLimit (413) fault may be thrown if the operation causes the maximum number of metadata items 

  to be exceeded. The maximum number of key-value pairs that can be supplied per server is determined 

  by the compute provider and may be queried via the maxServerMeta absolute limit.

How can one exceed the maximum number of metadata items, if one cannot create new items with this call? And besides, what happens if I ask to update

a non-existent key? [The call lists HTTP 404 among the allowed responses, could this be a shortcoming of our API implementation?]. What if some keys

exists, some don't?

I think the consistent way to handle this situation is:

For every key in the request: if a metadata item with this key already exists, update it. If no metadata item with this key exists, create a new one, taking into

account the limit on the number of metadata items.

#4 - 10/03/2011 01:05 pm - Vangelis Koukis

After offline discussion, it seems this may be an issue with the semantics of the API, which have been modified in recent versions of the OpenStack

Compute API spec. #1403 has been opened, to align our implementation with the enhanced semantics, described in the latest version of the draft.

#5 - 10/10/2011 02:04 pm - Vangelis Koukis

- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

This ticket may close, update_server_metadata creates any missing metadata keys, #1403 has been opened to align our implementation with the current

OpenStack API draft.
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